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Gemini Release Notes – Gemini, 2022 1.0, Change Requests Release 

This note covers the next main enhancement release for Gemini. 
 
Summary of Changes – Gemini, 2022 1.0 Enhancements 

1.  Change of carrier role 

 This enhancement allows for functionality to facilitate carrier role changes from follow to 
agreement party and vice versa only.  

2.  Gemini Claims data upload 

 Functionality allowing MA users of Gemini a secure way of uploading Claims data directly to the 
Gemini system. This functionality is needed as an addition to the API ingestion of data and the less 
secure transfer of claims data via emails.  

3.  SSO Security Change 

 Security change as a direct recommendation from the Gemini penetration test executed on version 
3 of the platform. For real time notification the UMR has been added to the subject line of the 
email notification. 

4.  Gemini Data Extract – exportable report 

 This enhancement now allows for the ability to extract all data into CVS format – Lead claims, 
Follow claims, Agreement party claims. 

5.  Change of registration for Experts 

 A change in the process for how experts are registered onto the system. This will allow experts to 
be registered as a name rather than being provided with a license i.e. a cost saving for the Market.  

6.  Assorted process improvements 
 
Assorted process improvement that could be made to provide a more efficient working for the 
ECLIPTIC Service Management team. 

7.  Queried Invoices 
 
When an invoice is queried by either ECLIPTIC or the Carrier, ECLIPTIC will query the invoice within 
the GEMINI system and enter the comments from ECF onto the applicable invoice within GEMINI 
UI. Once this has been queried the GEMINI system will then send an automated email to the Expert 
company, but these comments are not currently visible within the system. 

8. Expert Claim Reference 
 
Currently the Expert Claim Reference is only visible to those Expert companies that have subscribed 
to the elective service. This change will allow the Expert Claim Reference to be visible to all Expert 
companies. 
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9. Payable Amount Field 
 
New field to allow the Expert to enter in the amount they are expecting to receive from the 
Carriers on the submission of an invoice. 

10. Expert Change – Carrier Onboarding  
 
The Experts registered on GEMINI currently do not have the visibility on how each Carrier has 
onboarded onto the GEMINI service. This is to provide the Experts with a page to view each 
registered Carrier and how they have onboarded onto the GEMINI service. 

 

 
Summary of Changes – Maintenance / Defect Fixes Included in the Release 

11.  April/May Gemini maintenance release  

April/May Gemini maintenance release patch release containing 48 patches to the Gemini system. 
These changes comprise of the following: 
 

2020.2.1267 Updated minor backend logging for upgrade 

2020.2.1266 Updated minor backend logging for upgrade 

2020.2.1265 Fix for pop ups with auto create record setting enabled duplicating records on submission 

2020.2.1264 Fixed data type names not populating correctly during property importing 

2020.2.1263 Added page cache retention period setting to list collapsible widget 

2020.2.1262 Added support for using popup page within audit subpages 

2020.2.1261 Fixed stability for Code Studio components used within long-running scripts 

2020.2.1260 Fixed auto-refreshing multiple widgets simultaneously within mobile app 

2020.2.1259 Fixed actioning fragment dependency action for clearing and hiding together 

2020.2.1258 Fix for export script crash 

2020.2.1257 Fixed subset recalculation when based on user privileges 

2020.2.1256 Improved managing memory when processing bulk actions 

2020.2.1255 Fixed creating code studio references where the type was not retained 

2020.2.1254 Fixed interactive columns used within block listings 

2020.2.1253 Fixed processing import file types containing lot of columns 

2020.2.1252 Fixed syncing remote object connections after snapshot install 

2020.2.1251 Fixed displaying drilldown chart data when subset filter is applied 

2020.2.1250 Fixed running scheduled SFTP polls during snapshot installation 

2020.2.1249 Fixed drilldown filtering for charts filtered by related values 

2020.2.1248 Fixed visibility requirement checks when comparing records in a subset 

2020.2.1247 Fixed running scheduled SFTP polls during snapshot installation 

2020.2.1246 Fixed drilldown filtering for charts filtered by related values 

2020.2.1245 Fixed syncing remote object connections after snapshot install 

2020.2.1244 Fixed syncing remote object connections after snapshot install 

2020.2.1243 Fixed generating new app codes within a specific interface 

2020.2.1242 Fixed filtering record data to child records within a subpage widget 

2020.2.1241 Fixed creating shortcuts containing the same name as previously deleted shortcuts 
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2020.2.1240 Fixed ICS file generation for Outlook when only using dates 

2020.2.1239 Fixed ICS file generation for Outlook when only using dates 

2020.2.1238 Fixed the usability of shortcuts without a context record 

2020.2.1237 Fixed an issue where the detective page became partly broken 

2020.2.1236 Removed the legacy gearman option from Monitor Studio filters 

2020.2.1235 Updated third-party dependencies 

2020.2.1234 Fixed checking for user session timeouts 

2020.2.1233 Fixed resetting popup page selection on map widgets 

2020.2.1232 Removed the legacy gearman option from Monitor Studio filters 

2020.2.1231 Fixed inbound handlers obfuscate setting reporting validator error 

2020.2.1230 Fixed properties of the logged-in user displayed within viewport name 

2020.2.1229 Fixed offline page object caching on mobile app 

2020.2.1228 Fixed subpage based delete prompts deleting records before confirmation 

2020.2.1227 Updated minor backend logging for mobile app 

2020.2.1226 Fixed an edge-case when attempting to duplicate an object 

2020.2.1225 Fixed syncing remote object connections after snapshot install 

2020.2.1224 Fixed calculating subset conditions for conditional nested subsets 

2020.2.1223 Fixed utilising a listing-based widget within the list by subpage widget 

2020.2.1222 Fixed default to only value setting resulting in always preselecting the same value 

2020.2.1221 Added the application ID meta tags in the DOM 

2020.2.1220 Fixed triggering and enforcing unique values on data type validations 

 
Summary of Project Testing  

The Gemini 2022 1.0 Release underwent [4] weeks of User Acceptance Testing (concluding on 18th 
May), followed by Market Acceptance Testing for [2] weeks which finished on 18th May. There were 6 
defects outstanding in total, detailed below: 

Defect GI-49 - Lack of field validation 
There is a new amount payable option when the expert submits the invoice – Field Validation to be 
added in next release. 

Defect - Data export (with invoice) with blank market details. 
This is a minor change targeted for fix in the next release  
 
Defect - UMR on the export does not match the UMR in the UI (extra B) 
This is a minor change targeted for fix in the next release 

Defect - The time has been removed from the headings in the data dump and the date is now 
only shown in the results 

This is a minor change targeted for fix in the next release 
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Defect – Inconsistent behaviour for Boolean fields. 

When the fields "Based in Belgium?", "Is the Property Immovable?" and "Is the claim related to the 
transport of Goods or Persons?" are checked, the data export is populated with a value of "1" for 
the respective columns but when these fields are unchecked, the respective columns are left blank 
and not populated with "0". This is a minor change targeted for fix in the next release. 

 

Defect – Inconsistent naming of Data Export Column Name. 

This is a minor change targeted for fix in the next release.   

  

The Market testers have provided sign-off based on the fact these issues would be resolved in a timely 
manner. 

The completion and sign-off of Market Acceptance testing enabled that the Gemini 2022 1.0 Release 
was assured and governed through the LIMOSS Change Approval Board (CAB) on 17th May, where 
approval was given outside of the normal LIMOSS Change Approval Board (CAB) on 20th May to promote 
2022 1.0 Release to production. 

If you need any more information on the changes please contact LIMOSS Service Desk: 

Servicedesk@limoss.london 
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